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Stu y: Minority Professors 
Less Likely to Receive Tenure 
By Derek B. Lipscombe 
RG News Writer 
Minority law school professors 
are "significantly less likely" to be 
granted tenure and "significantly 
more likely" to resign before they are 
considered, according to a report 
released recently by the Association 
of American Law Schools. 
The finding was just one of many 
made by the AALS based on a survey 
of 141 of the 175 American Bar 
Association-approved law schools 
who responded to a questionnaire on 
!he tenure issue. Copies of the survey 
were mailed to law schools in Au-
gust The AALS is accepting com-
ments from law school officials and 
faculty members on the report until 
Nov. I. 
"I feel that the appointment and 
the tenure decisions arc the most 
important a faculty can make," said 
Professor Theodore J. St Antoine 
last week. "It used to be that the 
appointment process was the only 
important one, because no one was 
denied tenure. But in recent years, we 
have plainly made the tenure deci-
sion a more searching inquiry." 
St. Antoine, who became the 
chairman of Michigan Law School's 
tenure committee this year, was one 
of the seven members of the AALS' 
Special Commiuee on Tenure and 
the Tenuring Process which put out 
the report. 
Among the reportS other major 
fmdings: 
• While there are significant 
differences in the resignation rates 
before being considered, the differ-
ence in the rates at which women and 
men arc gran ted or denied tenure or at 
which whites and minorities are 
denied tenure is "statistically insig-
nificant" 
*Tenure wJS granted to 70 per-
cent of those eligible for considera-
tion from 1979to 1989. About one-
half of those not receiving tenure 
resigned before being considered. 
• About half of the respondents 
perceived a trend of more scrutiniz-
ing by their university's adminisua-
tion of their tenure recommendations. 
*The average year for a profes-
sor to be reviewed for tenure is five 
years, al though the highest percent-
age of those responding ( 40 percent) 
award tenure in the sixth year. 
*Two-thirds of the schools re-
sponding changed their criteria for 
tenure since 1979, with half of those 
changes occurring in the last five 
years. Most of the changes have 
placed more emphasis of scholarly 
productivity and increased the length 
of the probationary period. 
While tenure was granted to a 
little more than 70 percent of those 
eligible for consideration during the 
period the survey covered, nearly 17 
percent of those eligible (or 268 out 
of the 1,592 eligible candidates in the 
J(amisar, Kahn Debate 
Fourth Amendment Issues 
By Peter Mooney 
RG News Editor 
"Officer, I do not feel free to 
terminate this encounter," said the 
shin held up by Professor Yale 
Karnisar. 
"The next time you board a bus, 
wear this t-shirt," he suggested. 
The shin was used to illustrate 
Kamisar's argument that random 
searches on board interstate buses 
may violate passenger's Fourth 
Amendment rights against "unrea-
sonable searches and seizures." 
He and Professor Douglas Kahn 
debated this issue Saturday at a work-
shop on the Rehnquist Court's treat-
ment of individual liberties during 
the law school's "International 
Alumni Reunion." 
The debate was prompted by a 
1991 U.S. Supreme Court decision, 
Florida v. Bostick. 
That case involved a passenger 
aboard a bus bound from Miami to 
Atlanta. When the bus made a sched-
uledstop in Fort Lauderdale, Fl., two 
police officers entered the bus, ap-
proached Bostick and asked to search 
his bag. Bostick agreed to the search, 
which turned up cocaine. 
The issue in the case was whether 
Bostick had been seized before he 
consented to the search. If so, Ka-
misar said, the search would have 
violated the Fourth Amendment. 
"The police exploited his 
(Bostick's) reluctance to leave an 
interstate bus," Kamisar said 'They 
could have done it when the passen-
gers were boarding or disembark-
ing." 
The Court reasoned that a pas-
senger can always avoid a search by 
either saymg no to the request or, in 
this case, leaving the bus. Bostick's 
reluctance to leave or delay the bus 
was dismissed by thecounasa factor 
independent of the search itself, 
Kamisar said. 
But he noted that one of the 
police officers was partially blocking 
an aisle. 
"Under those circumstances, I 
don't believe the reasonable bus 
passenger would have felt free to 
leave," Kamisar said. 
The consequence of this ruling, 
Kamisar quipped, is that police de-
partments will hire "hulking" offi-
cers who can block an entire bus 
aisle. 
Kahn agreed with Kamisar that 
most level-headed people would feel 
obligated to consent to a search in 
Bostick's situation. 
But Kahn argued that a search 
method should be evaluated by look-
ing to three issues: the significance of 
the crime being addressed, the basis 
for choosing to search in a particular 
See KAMISAR & KARl\', page 10 
survey) resigned before they were 
even considered. 
Of the women who were eli-
gible, 65 percent received tenure 
compared to 72 percent for men 
during the period, while 73 percent 
of the whites, 65 percent of the blacks 
and 53 percent of other minorities 
who were eligible received tenure 
during the period. 
But the AALS said that of those 
who actually ended up being consid-
ered there was an "insignificant dif-
ference" in £he rates at which profes-
sors were granted or denied tenure 
when the numbers were broken down 
for gender or race-ethnicity. The 
disparity was shown in those num-
bers of people who "got the mes-
sage" and left before the decision had 
been made. 
Abount21 percent of the women 
who were eligible for tenure resigned 
before being considered, compared 
to 16 percent of the men. And more 
than 19 percent of blacks who were 
eligible for tenure resigned before 
!he decision was made, while the 
percentage of eligtble whites who 
left early was 15 percent 
But of the non-black minonties, 
which includes Htspanic, Native 
American and Asian Americans, 37 
See TENuRE, page 4 
Students Give Up Lavish 
Flybacks to Help Homeless 
By Katbi Wyman 
RG News Writer 
Students who are flown for job 
interviews this year will often have 
the opportunity to stay at a luxurious 
hotel and dine at an elegant restau-
rant courtesy of the interviewing law 
fJ.rms. 
Over the past few years how-
ever, increasing numbers of law stu-
dents have found a way to channel 
some of that money that would be 
spent on them toward relief for 
America's homeless and other de-
serving groups. 
Through a program called Firm 
Commitment, about I 50 law ftrms in 
35citiesare teaming up with students 
to donate a portion of the funds ear-
marked for recruiting to shelters in 
the ftrms' home towns. 
Participating students stay at 
slightly less expensive hotels and 
auend less formal recruiting lunch-
eons or dinners than a given f trm 
would typically provide. The money 
saved is then passed along to soup 
kitchens or to shelters for battered 
wom~n or the homeless. NASAH 
uses none of the money collected for 
adminisuative costs or or pohucal 
activities. 
Now in its third year, Firm 
Commitment is administered by the 
Harvard Law School-based National 
Association of Students Against 
Homelessness (NASAH). 
Michigan Law School is one of 
21 law schools participating in the 
NASAH program this year and was 
among thel7 schools in last year's 
program which helped raise about 
SIOO,OOO. 
Phyllis Hurwitz, 2L, Michigan's 
NASAH representative, said the 
money a student saves by staying at a 
cheaper "but still extremely nice" 
hotel and eating a less expensive {and 
sometimes more relaxed) meal 
"doesn't really mean much to the 
student but can go a long way at these 
shelters." 
"lt can provide someone with a 
bed for a week, at least," she said, 
adding that while most law students 
will never see the benefits of the 
program first-hand, she can assure 
!hem "the program 's results are in-
credible." 
During her summer job with the 
Legal Clinic for the Homeless in 
Washington, Hurwitz said she had 
the opportunity to visu a number of 
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Sanor Pitches RG 
Ball to Mandel 
For se' era! decades, the Res Ges-
tae ball has been thrown, handed off' and 
punted among editors. Last February, we 
caught a desperation pass. And in last 
week's huddle, this Buckeye quarterback 
called the option out of the single-wing. 
Instead of keeping it like Greg Frye in last 
year's loss to Michigan, I no~ pitch to a 
sweeping Rob Mandel. 
If onJy this weathered RG ball 
could speak. Imagine the stories it could 
tell. Once a magazine in the 1950's in 
which professors presented their latest 
theses, the RG became a shameless xerox 
rag in the Disco age. As you can imagine, 
the headlines and editorials of the sixties 
run completely counter-<:ulture to those in 
the booming L.A. Law eighties. Marking a 
new era for the RG and the legal profes-
sion, our first headline on March U read: 
"2Ls & 3Ls: 1 in 5 StiD Jobless." 
I remember Jim Johnson, our last 
editor, lofting that desperation pass. His 
headline read: "RG to Cease Publcation." 
As I caught the ball, I was surrounded by 
other first-year recuits. My first draft 
choice, the much-hyped Lee Berger, said 
he would block my path upfield. But Berger 
quit the game, put on his skirt and now 
leads cheers from the legal sidelines. The 
third leg of the initial triumverant, Sad 
Sayeed, has helped the RG recapture the 
glory days. As my Opinion Editor, Sad de-
veloped some healthy debate on issues of 
racism, free speech and affirmative action. 
And his J ohnny Cash and Jane's Addie-
tion tapes kept me awake for lay-out after 
2:00a.m. 
Andrew Manitsk), whom you 
know as Doctor Manitsky, crafted the best 
newsstoryofmyeditorship: ''Law Review 
Afrrrmative Action Poliq Challenged." 
That article helped the law school commu-
nity reevaluate the importance of that 
policy. Speaking of news, I first thought 
Peter Mooney became 1\e~s Editor to 
secure prime coverage for the Thongs, our 
law school hockey team. Mooney was 
about as obsessed with the Thongs as I was 
~ith his missing deadlines. But I thank 
Peter for taking on the most time-consum-
ing post and overseeing a rebirth of the 
front page. I think Mooney's greatest fan 
must be Spencer Gusick, Arts Editor and 
Desktop Publisher, who grew sideburns 
while waiting for Mooney's late stories. If 
Spencer quit, Mandel could not publish on 
a weekly basis; Spencer is that crucial. 
A left-side column is probably 
not the place to print a thank-you list, but 
I feel very grateful to everyone who con-
tributed last semester. The RG is, if any-
thing, a team errort. 
So the ball ha~ been pitched, and 
the Mandel era begins. I will now join Sad 
in the backfield as an Opinion Editor. If 
last week's team huddle offers any indica-
tion of what readers can expect of the RG 
under Mandel, you should know that he 
came with an agenda. 
on "political correctness," Eric Restuccia writes 
that: " ... Michigan established twodcparuncnL~. 
Womcns Stud1es and Afroamcncan Studies, 
within the JU,')t three decades for honorable 
purposes, but again without a coherent founda-
tion. These bodies do not serve as individual 
diSCiplines. but properly as rich explorations 
within other departments, including particu-
larly History. English, Political Science, and 
Sociology." 
Mr. Restuccia's assrrtion is mcorrect; no 
such departments exist. What the College of 
LS&A has founded are. respecuvely, a Worn-
ens Studies Program and a Center for Af-
roamerican and African Studies. Both arc 
deliberately constituted as interdisciplinary 
programs that do not have deparunental or 
disciplinary staLUs, but instead draw together 
scholars from a wide variety of fields in discus-
sion and teachmg of their common interests. In 
this respect these programs do not differ ad-
ministratively from the Center for Japanese 
studies, the Program in American InstiLUtions, 
the Program 10 Linguistics, the Institute of 
Public Policy Studies, and numerous other 
interdisciplinary units. 
The College of LS & A has not committed 
itself to the view that Womens Studies and 
Afroamerican and African Studies are "indi-
vidual disciplines" in the academic sense, 
though it is of course conceivable that one or 
both will eventually be regarded and treated as 
such. Therefore, Mr. Rcstuccia 's further point, 
that LS & A recognized these areas as depart-
ments either solely or chiefly for reasons of 
"political correctness," is also unfounded. As 
a memberoftheLS &A ExccutiveCommiuee, 
I can assure Mr. Restuccia that no such consid-
erations were involved in the formation of 
either unit. LS & A's decision was based 
interest Lhat transcends the College's Lradt· 
tiona! departmental strucLure and therefore 
req01r~s .1 specialmtcrdisciplinary program f01 
its coh~rent expression. 
Finally, Mr. RcsLUcciaobjccts to such units 
that thl y are "notorious for becoming poh~·
cized, rmsmg questions of their ability to even 
achicvr the diversity of thought within thai
group.'' Politicization in these units may be a
real danger, but IS by no means inevitable tl
unavOidable; it has in facL not occurred at
Michigan nor at mosL of our peer institutions. 
Furthermore, "diversity of thought'' is some·
thing that ought in principle to be achieverl tn
an academic institution as an entirety, but 001
necessanly in all of its units taken separa~el~ 
.Mr. Re~tuccia should know, in this respect, th!!
his own conservative views are also well repre·
sentcd at every academic and adminisuative
level withm the University of Michigan. 
Sincerely yours, 
Professor Bruce W. Frier 
Classics and Roman Law 
Dear Editor: 
The enclosed letter came to the Clinical
Law Program recently. Perhaps you couJ..!
print it (or a shortened version of it) in ho~
that one of your readers might decide to write
to this inmate. Thanks. 
M.ichigan Clinical Law Program 
Mark Mitshkun 
Clinical Assistant Professor 
ro ~ Be or Not to 
Be ••• PC: 
An Essay on Diversity 
By \farisa A. Gomez 
Social experiment time! Uner "PC" (Po-
~Y Correct) and what happens? Anger, 
•sity, and hatred come out of Lhe moulhs 
of people you once Lhought to be "learned." 
:\re3Zing isn't it? One little phrase can have so 
much power. Ever wonder why? It's really 
lei)" simple-FEAR of being, dare I say il, in 
Lie ~f!NORITY. 
Imagine for a moment walking down 
a hallway by yourself. Everyone looks differ-
enL ;-.'oone looks like you, dresses like you do, 
t2lks like you do. Feel uncomfortable? Now 
IOagine yourself in a classroom full of people. 
You make a comment- no one agrees wtlh 
you, in fact Lhey look at you strange!). How do 
you feel? Couch Lhe fear of diversity in any 
pro~est you like, be it "divisive" or "unfair," it 
is still outright fear of becoming Lhe minority. 
What propels Lhis fear? Change. 
\\nat! change the status quo? How offensive! 
The starus quo not correct? Preposterous!! 
Forgetting that Lhe world is constantly chang-
ing in other ways Lhat we caiJ progress for a 
moment, isn't it appalling that we question or 
Yi1!11tto change the way Lhings are socially? So 
Vr'hat if our Constitution was designed to pro-
teet the minority because Lhe Framers thought 
such Lhings important? Why should we value 
the experiences and knowledge the "mmonty" 
has to offer us? Forgetting that we're human 
for a momenl, isn't it utterly ridtculous that we 
should feel obliged to be sensttive to olhers' 
behcfs and feelings? And isn't it absolutely 
horrific Lhatour institutes of higher learning are 
concerned with teaching us all there is to know? 
Or that universities would even think to offer 
classes that students, who pay t.hc bilJs, are 
ASKJNG for? 
Personally, I am offended by anti-
multicuirurists who think that they have the 
right to define the limits of my learning and 
knowledge. I want to learn about other cul-
tures. I want to know, so far as is possible, what 
it feels like to be Black. I want to know how 
women and immigrants struggled and still 
struggle to this day. I want to know more about 
history than what white men have done. Why 
should other people have the right to define 
who I am and who I can be? THEY 
SHOULDN'T!!! My father came to the United 
States for one thing-FREEDOM. Freedom 
from Castro and the way he has defined Cuban 
See GO.lfEl on PC, page 4 
I THE POLITICS OF A 
JUDICIAL NOMINATION 
By Steven Leavenwortb 
It seems it is that time again. The time 
during the confirmation hearings of a pot en tiaJ 
Supreme Court Justice when the press and the 
public rediscover what they learn durmg every 
confirmation hearing, that even the judiciary 
cannot escape the influence of politics. Ever 
since President Bush nominated Clarence 
Thomas for the Supreme Court I have heard 
from bolh sides of the political spectrum how 
the other side has corrupted the process by 
advancing their own selfish political goals. 
What did they expect? A politician nominates, 
then politicians "advise and consent," what-
ever that means. These men and women got to 
where they are by maximizing Lheir political 
strengths and minimizing their weaknesses. It 
is naive to think politics will not play a key pan 
in the nomination and confirmation of a Su-
preme Court Justice. 
When the Bush administration had an-
other chance to nominate a Justice Lhey did not 
simply ask "who is Lhe most qualified person 
for the job?" In order to promote their political 
agenda, they were not about to nominate some-
one who has a record of protecting a woman's 
right to choice, or someone who supports Al-
fmnative Action. This seems obvious to us all, 
why then are some people surprised with the 
nomination of Thomas? Thomas was Lhe per-
fect nomination, for the Bush adminisrration 
and for the Republican party. He passe" ~h, 
conservative litmus test and offers the party an 
opportunity to make inroads into the Democrat's 
stronghold of black voters. Many key Demo-
cratic Senate seats rely not only on a strong 
black vote, but a large turnout. If Lhe Republi-
canscan capture a small percentagcofthe black 
vote in these states the Democratic party may 
not recover until Lhe end of the century. When 
the Administration asked themselves who they 
would nominate, they more probably asked, 
"who is Pro-Life, Anti-Affirmative action, 
young, and confmnable? And if he's black, 
bonus." 
The Democrats are certainly not innocent 
of politicizing the process. The reasons given 
for the nonconftrmation ofRobcrt Bork in 1987 
were believable rationalizations, but Lhe bot· 
tom line was Lhat women's groups and civil 
liberty organizations were able to muster enough 
opposition to defeat him. Biden and Kennedy 
were both srrong politically and seized the 
opportunity for exposure. 
The current situation is vastly different. 
Business School Students 
Learn 11Giobal Citizenship" 
Thomas has not made the overt statements of 
his position as Bork had. What statements he 
has made he has disavowed or claimed he was 
merely playing the pan of a "pan-time political 
theorist" and not of a possible judge. Biden is 
not running for President and Kennedy has had 
a bit too much exposure in recent monlhs. This 
combination ;,ffacr"rs means Th,,.. · "I but 
conttrmcrt. The Democrnts • :1 
waste an opportunity though. The hearings can 
be used to send a message to Lhe folks back 
home. As Prof. Kamisar was quoted in the 
N.Y. Times, "They're saying to their constitu· 
ents, 'Know a lot of constitutional law, don't 
I?' 'Would make a pretty good Supreme Court 
Justice myself, Wouldn't I?'" 
by Suzanne Pierce 
Entering graduate students tn L \fs Busi-
ness School were treated to a radtcally new 
onentation program this year. Instead of a 
mere tour of campus and scheduling of classes, 
Tn Whomever This May Concern: 
I would like to correspond with any stu· 
dents or staff about criminal jusuce and consu · 
lllbooallaw, inter alios. 
I represented myself at several trials in 
federal and state court durmg Lhe last three 
}ears. I won all state court prosecuuons and 
50% of the federal cases at the trial level. My 
cases have generated a lot of publicity because 
of my beating the odds. 
I am originally from Holland, Michigan. I 
am a swm 30 years old. I· ve got a couple more 
}ears to serve on a bank robbery conviction. 
Because of various retaliation measures 
taken by gov't officials, I spend alot of time 
"locked down." 
I would appreciate it if my name and 
address could be circulated, or placed upon a 
bulletin board. 
Anyone who corresponds will be blessed. 
Thank you 
John Jay Powers 
P.O. Box 1000-03220-028 
Leavenworth, K:i 66048 
the students partictpated in a two-day program 
Intended to "sensitize the incoming MBAs to 
the needs of society. and eradicate ... the image 
of MBAs as money grubbing, self-centered 
individuals. "1 
The program began with a presentation by 
a corporate leader discussing the importance of 
businesspeople as global citizens paying their 
frur dues to society. The students then moved 
to a local park, where groups of eight fust-year 
students each teamed wilh a second-year stu-
dent and a corporate executive or faculty 
member. At the park, Lhe teams engaged in 
"team building initiatives" like moving a bucket 
of"toxic waste" via ropes, or crossing an "acid 
river" across a narrow beam. The students Lhen 
discussed their roles as team members. 
The now-focused teams then visited vari-
ous social agencies in Michigan, such as food 
banks, or elementary schools. There, they 
exprrienced direct contact with community 
issues and impoverished people. Students spent 
the fust evening in further discussion of what 
they had learned, and what they anticipated the 
following day. 
On the second day of the program, the 
teams used the cohesion built by fording rivers 
togelher, as well as the knowledge gained of the 
community issues involved, !0.crganizeefforts 
in impoverished neighborhoods. Here, they 
painted old schools and houses. cleaned vacant 
lots and river banks, and talked wilh members 
of the communities. Again, Lhedayended with 
personal reflections about the social and envi-
ronmental problems Lhat the students had at-
tempted to understand and help solve. The 
program concluded with a promise of ongoing 
efforts, such as fund-raising and mentoring 
programs, to continue to assist Lhe local com-
munities. 
In the few weeks since the inception of the 
program, Lhe Business School has received 
much notice and acclaim. Local papers-the 
Detroit Free Press and Ann Arbor News- as 
well as the New York Times have devoted 
articles to the program, concluding that it signi-
fies a new wave of socially-concerned business 
school students.2 It's too early to judge how the 
Class of '93 MBAs will view Lhe program later 
in their academic and business careers, but 
students interviewed for the articles, as well as 
those interviewed by Lhis author, were over-
whelmingly positive about Lhe innovative new 
program. 
When reading descriptions of t.hc new 
Business Schooi"Global Citizenship" Program 
(see related article), I couldn' t help but com-
pare the stereotype given of MBAs to Lhat of 
lawyers. It isn' t only businesspeople who are 
seen as "money grubbing, self-centered indi-
viduals". 
The point is not that we need to depoliti-
cize the process. I don't believe this ts even 
possible. What troubles me is that neither side 
seems able to come to terms wtth the fact that 
Lheir political camp is guilty of exactly what 
they complain Lhe olherside has done. It's time 
to recognize Lhe judiciary is not suspended in 
space and is merely another part of the political 
battlefield. · 
I considered whelherthe Law School might 
possibly benefit from a similar program, in-
tended to: 
•sensitize incoming swdents to the needs 
of society; 
•create camaraderie and team-building 
among competitive students; and 
•generate positive public relations by 
publicizing Lhe efforts of law students to work 
in and for impoverished communities. 
I concluded that it could, and have created 
acommitteetodevelopasimilarprogram at the 
Law School. Associate Dean Sue Eklund has 
already given her promise to work wilh the 
See GLOBAL CITIZEI\'S, pase 12 
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Danilenko Describes Soviet 
Union~ Many Problems 
By Joe Grehin 
RG News Writer 
Special Problems in International Law 
Final Exam. 
Problem 1. A military superpower, head-
ing LOward economic chaos, collapses politi-
cally as well. The mar.y subjugated peoples 
which comprise this c:npirerise up and dcr:<:md 
vastly increased sovcrelgr.~y The cenlral gO\' 
emment is weak and ineffec!Pa', whilem:Jny of 
the provincial governments.:;:c bec.oming bJider 
and more politically independem. Sin::e the 
nation's economy is so weak, however, it is 
generally agreed that the provinces will rerPsin 
at least economically iauerdepc!!dt:nt for ouite 
some time. Discuss the p cble.a15 :L1d possible 
solutions to this situation as it applies to inter-
national law, including ir. your answer such 
topics as: nuclear weapons, treaties with for-
eign powers, the attitudes of established co:Jn-
tries toward the newly independent states, ar.d 
the country's foreign debt. 
Exam questions like this one arc prubably 
likely for some law students in the net too 
distant future. In fact, for students in Professor 
Gennady Danilenko's seminar on Modem In-
ternational Lawmaking these typeS of ques-
tions could become a reality this fall. 
Maybe that's why some students gathered 
last Monday in a Hutchins Hall lecture room for 
Danilcnko's lecture last Monday on "Recent 
Events in the Soviet Union: Some Consti-
tuional and International Law Implications" 
were busy throughout the speech taking notes. 
Danilenko, who is visiting the Michigan 
Law School this year from the Academy of 
Sci:nces in the Soviet Union, is a senior re-
search fellow at the Institute of State and Law. 
Hishour-longspeech LOuchedona number 
of interesting topics, including the new Union 
Treaty which is being worked on an1or.g the 
Soviet republics. 
Speculating that the republics would as-
sert their independence in the negotiations of 
the treaty, Danilenko said iL was unlikely that 
the individual republics would tolerate eiLIJer 
another form of a powerful central government 
or one which was dominated by the largest 
repubi.ic in ihec0•mtry - the Rus:.iJn republic. 
Danil~:±o ~so raised the questior. of 
whether officials in the Russian republic would 
want LO bepartofa Union with only themselves 
and just the Asian republics - if the Baltic 
states did not join the Union - because then 
the largest republic could be attacked by the 
rest of the Union. In fact, Danilenko said the 
discussions may lead to a feeling that it is not 
desirable lO have a Union at all but just a 
number of independent countries. 
Even though the negotiation of the pro-
posed Union Treaty bas been likened recently 
LO the negotiation by our Founding Fathers of 
the UnitcdStatesConstitution, Danilenko noted 
three important differences between the Soviet 
republics and our states. 
GOMEZ on PC,Jrompage3 
society and what individuals can do. He wem 
through a lot to get here and to give me a 
education. If these people think they have the 
right to define what my education can be, they 
should think again. Diversity isn't increasing 
against the will of the people, it is happening 
because of the people. Just because you don't 
support it, does not make the movement wrong. 
It just doesn't make it right for YOU. 
Just whatisknowledgeanyway? Let's 
go back to "basics" for a momenL Webster's 
Dictionary, a non-PC reference volume, de-
fmes "knowledge" as: "the sum of what is 
known." (Wcbsrer's Ninth New Collegiate 
Dictionary, p. 665). Webster's then defines 
"sum" as: "the whole an1ount aggregate." 
(1181). Thus, to aspire to knowledge is LOseek 
out everything that can be known. Imagine 
that! Now,can one seriously argue that the sum 
of the aggregate does not come from adding 
even the minority numbers? Zero even gets 
added! 
The argument that continues lO spout 
from thcmouthsofthesediversity-harcrs is that 
dtversity, both in llletypesofclasses taught and 
in the student population itself, undermines the 
quality of education and unfairly rewards stu-
dents of color. But who defines quality any-
way? You or me? Let's even use a more 
objective measure- the markeL Funny how 
top schools arc changing their curriculum to 
meet DEMAND. Funny how their reputations 
haven't seemed to decrease any. Ar~ Afro-
American or Women's Studies progran1s divi-
sive or fragmentary merely because their con-
tent is different? Is education really falling to 
pieces because we change a few requirements? 
How many times have you had to take classes 
you had no interest in and how many times did 
you complain about it? What arc these anti-
multicolturists afraid of? l f these progran1s are 
so poor, students won' t be able to escape their 
transcripts which list both their classes and 
their grades. Employers will hire people they 
think are qualified and will make this decision 
by considering more than just grades. If stu-
dents want classes that go beyond what was 
once typical, who's to begrudge their wanting 
to broaden their minds or multiply their expe-
riences? Isn't that what learning is all about? 
How is it that students of color are 
unfairly rewarded by affmnativeaction? Is the 
"reward" the persistent, if tacit, questioning, of 
how they got where they arc today? Or does the 
real reward come through acceptance of the 
paternalistic offer of protection from the 
"stigma" affirmative action creates? Whom 
should iliese students thank for such bounty? 
Students of color may not even need affirma-
tive action to get into school or to get a job, but 
often could get it on their own laurels. Yet 
people don't get the same advantages. Advan-
tages have a lot to do with success and have 
nothing to do with innate intelligence. Just 
because someone got a lower score on a quali-
fying test does not make her unable to compete. 
I TENURE,Jromlf~ ~ 1 
Not only arc the Rcp:.~blics national states, 
Danilenko said, but there is a worry in the 
Soviet Union by the smaller republics of domi-
nation by Russia and there are large political 
differences bztween the republics which set 
these negotiations apart from the American 
experience. 
Danilcnko also discussed m::ay of the inter-
national implications of the br~up. 
He said the threat of several separate nu-
clear republics had been exaggerated in the 
media, because only a few republics outside of 
Russi& had nuclear weapons stationed inside 
their boundaries. And most of those republics 
that had nuclear weapons had declarcc! them-
selves nuclear-free and agreed to give up the 
weapons. 
There arc also international problems m 
tenns of other countries ne6ctiating wi:h the 
Soviet Union or carrying out existing tr~ties, 
Danilcnko said. Countries like the United Sutes, 
he said, will probably just have to take a "wait 
and see" approach to find out who o; what 
republics they will have to deal with before 
doing anything. 
And not only an intemuional problem, but 
also one for each of the republics could be the 
question of who is going LO pay for the Soviet 
Union's enormous national debt? Danilcnko 
said the negotiations could lead LO the newly-
declared independent Baltic states taking par-
tial responsibility. 
imagine! Tests can be wrong! Moreover, who 
makes up these tests? Do they have questions 
in Spanish? Has it occurred to you that some-
one living with parents who had no opportunity 
to go to schools where they might achieve 
fluency in English might not herself be able to 
acquire the vocabulary necessary to do well on 
the SAT? Or that she might not be able to pay 
S600 to take rest preparation classes for the 
LSA TI What if your mother and father died 
while you were going to school and your grades 
suffered? Would you want universities to take 
that into account? Of course you would! Why 
do you begrudge universities considering other, 
equally valid, special circumstances for other 
students? While it1s true that tests and grades 
may be one way of measuring present aptitude, 
wouldn't a more accurate predictor of potential 
successcons•dernotonlywhcreastudentstands, 
but how far she had to travel to get there? 
So, there is nothing lO lose from diver-
sity. What have you got to gain? Muchisimo 
(a lot)! How many classes have you been 
through, or books have you read, in which the 
professor or author compared one experience 1 
or perspective to a complcrely or even margin-
ally different one and then asked you to think 
about it? What did you get out of it? Did you 
see things in a different light? feel like you 
learned something new? Can you seriously say 
that nothing ever came of all those compari-
sons? How many times have you eaten Orien-
See GOMEZ, page 7 
" 
percent of the eligible professors resigned before 
being considered. ~ 
Even though the system used to be that no 
one who was considered for tenure was denied, 
St. Antoine said there were quite a few cases in 
the past at Michigan "where :1 Dean would have 
a quiet talk with the faculty member and teU 
them that thmgs weren't go!ng well." 
"So (the professor) would leave before 
being considered," he said. "Why sliclc arcund 
and risk losing a tenure vote? It would look 
better on their record if they left. " 
Therc.ha\'e only been three cases at Michi-
gall that SL Antoine can remember of a law 
professor who ended up being considered being 
demed tenure. Those three happened in the past 
six years and one of the cases involved a 
po~itive recommendation by the law school but 
a rejection by the overall University admini-
st:'ation. 
St. AnLOine said years ago professional 
school were left to their own devices and al-
luwed to make their own decisions on which 
professors should receive tenure. 
"At some of the LOp law schools it was 
unheard of to have the (university's) central 
commiucc deny recommendation made by the 
school for tenure," he said. 
St. Antoine said there were a number of 
factors responsible for that change. One there 
was a "huge influx" of facuJty members in the 
last decade th<mks in part to the baby boom. But 
at the same time, there has been a tighlining up 
in recent years of the number of faculty mem-
bers at law schools due to the downturn in the 
economy. 
One of the biggest factors responsible for 
the change is that law in the past wasn't under-
stood very much by different universitys' cen-
tral administration which allowed the law school 
to operate in a vacuum. But with law becoming 
more Intertwined with the rest of the disci-
plines, such as medicine, philosophy and soci-
ology, SL Antoine said members of the cen!ral 
administration do not feel as uneasy as they 
might have in the past when reviewing and 
understanding scholarly work of a candidate. 
And at Michigan, the central administra-
tion has followed other schools in asking for at 
least three outside recommendations of disin-
terested parties lO give their opinion of how the 
candidate's work is viewed in the field they 
specialize in. 
The biggest change in the tenure process at 
Michigan Law School can1e about I 0 years 
ago, when the school increased the length of the 
probationary period from three to five years. 
St. Antoine said the theory was that the 
extra time would allow the younger professor 
to "get into the swing of things" and not feel tOO 
pressured to make sure they had written enough 
analytical studies to feel qualified for tenure 
while at the san1e time becoming good teach-
ers. 
"I think (professors) feel pressure for fi\'e 
years now instead of three," said Associate 
Dean for Academic Affairs Edward H. Cooper. 
"But the additional time gives them the chance 
to develop a scholarly agenda and then the 
tougher challenge to execute that (plan)." 
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Reflections on a 
 
Summer Past 
By Tony Sanchez In ending the war after "100 
ILhas nowbeentwoyearssince iuprooted hours", Bush gained a catchy 
my family and began my most recent life ex- slogan. But, another 48 hours 
periment, as a law school student. I have now would have gained us more. 
fmally reached what will be my last year as a It's ironic to be winding 
stUdent, and next year at Lhis time I wiU be up down my life as a student the 




of what will probably be my last opportunity to boy is beginning his student life. 
simplysitbackand reflect, I offer the following It must be a "parent thing" to feel 
asmyobservationsofevents from the summer at once the immense pride and 
now complete. sadness of seeing your fl!st child 
Whenever I feel apprehension about my entering school. 
current life status, I only need to think about The Detroit Lions will never 
~1ikhail ''Funny thing happened on my way to make the playoffs with Wayne 
 
work" Gorbachev, and I kno"' that things can Fontes as their coach. Can you 
always be worse. believe a coach who has to be 
Is it possible that the man who gave us convinced to give the ball to the 
Peresi!Oika, and the end of the cold war, will 1\'FL's best running back? 
DO\\ become merely a quislmg of his own Even long time-Ann Arbor 
reforms? residents believe this just com-
 
If you haven't yet announced your candi- pleted August was the best ever 
dacy for the Democratic prestdcntial nomina- for the weather. Ann Arbor in the 
tion, relax, the lines are stiU shon. summer is the city's least known 
 
Favorite easy reading book for the sum- treasure. 
mer: "Friday Night Lights" by H.G. Bissinger. Detroit schools graduate a 
If you're a fan of football or of sociology, this third of its male Black students, so the school 
book presents the best and worst of small town, district wanted to focus on these students with 
!ugh school football in Texas and of a town's experimental, all-male schools. It'saninnova-
need for self-identification. The author resists tive experiment worth trying, but a federal 
 preaching or making excuses for what he saw. judge and theACLU thought otherwise and the 
Instead, he merely reponed what he saw and plan is now on hold. Hopefully the district will 
the result is textbook journalism. appeal and I think they will win. 
FLYBACKS, 
from page 1 
shelters. The money donated "is really wel-
comed by these organizations," she added. 
Hurwitz said she views participation in the 
program as a unique opportunity. 
"It's rare that law students can reach out 
and touch thesekindsofpeople," she said. "It's 
a nice feeling- law students working for the 
social good." 
 Project Shelter, the Ann Arbor affiliate of 
SASAH. encourages interviewees to take pan 
in the hotel and meal facets of the program and 
it offers Michigan students a third way to 
~ipate. 
A ponion of student's travel costs are 
shared with local shelters if they make their 
arrangements with Coolin-Faber Travel, lo-
cated at 3720 Washtenaw Ave. in Ann Arbor. 
Coniin-Faber will donate 25 percent of any 
i!rline comm isions it receives for Michigan 
law students' fly-back arrangements to the 
Ann Arbor Shelter Association. 
Project Shelter and Conlin-Faber raised 
ibout S200 last year from the travel program, 
~cording to Project coordinator Don Calder 
(2L), who said the goal istosurpassthatamount 
 
this school year. 
Students often have to take a little initia-
tive to participate in this facet of the program, 
Calder said, because many fl!ms tend to make 
all travel arrangements through a particular 
a&ency. Srudents can ask to Make their own 
flight reservations even in cases when flfffis 
have not asked them to do so.If the finns agree, 
students should call Conlin-Faber to make their 
arrangments and mention that they are partici-
pants in the Law School's shelter program. The 
travel agency's offer though only applies to 
full-price fares. 
Taking pan in the hotel and meal programs 
provided by Finn Commitment is quite simple, 
Hurwitz said. Students merely need to consult 
the list of flfffis interviewing at Michigan to see 
which ones are involved in the program. If a 
student is offered a fl y-back interview by a 
fl!m, then they simply inform the recruiting 
contact they want to participate in the program. 
One of the program's greatest strengths is 
its flexibi lity, Hurwitz said. Finns can choose 
to be involved in either the hotel or the meal 
program or both. Also, those fl!ffis which offer 
less extravagant recruiting amenities to begin 
with can make a flat donation to NASAH or 
donate an amount per student recruited. 
Interviewees can tailor their involvement 
to meet their individual circumstances, as well. 
Because the arrangements are made specifi-
cally with each recruiter, students can choose 
to panicipate in the program for some inter-
views but not for others. Students interviewing 
near their homes may choose to stay with 
parents or friends and have the entire would-be 
cost of hotel accommodations donated to 
NASAH. 
The Canadian chapter of the ACLU sup-
poned the Canadian Supreme Coun' s strik.ing 
down of rape shield laws. In the past, I have 
supponed many ACLU causes, now I wonder 
if that organization's viewsareasskewed as the 
Far Right 's? 
Mymostfavoritebookthissummer: "West 
With The Night", the autobiography of adven-
turer Beryl Markham. First published in 1942, 
it was quite truthfully , one of the best written 
books I have ever come across. Her humility 
allowed her to cast her surroundings in Africa 
as the real story of the book, but fonunately the 
reader also gets to know much about Ms. 
Markham. 
My summer jobs allowed me to gain expe-
• 
nence in criminal law, personal injury litiga-
uon, divorce law, taxation, real estate, and legal 
education. I may not have been the best paid of 
my third-year cohorts, but I doubt that others 
had as varied an experience. 
Favorite summer movie: "Jungle Fever". 
Second best: "Terminator 2". Spike Lee i the 
best social commentator in the movie business, 
perhaps since Charlie Chaplin. Arnold Sch-
wartzenagger is good because he doesn't take 
himself too seriously (hear that Sylvester Stal-
lone!). 
The third-year blues has stricken the best 
of students over the years. If you don't believe 
me, see: "Some Observations on Third Year 
See SANCHEZ, page 9 
KAMISAR & KAHN,Jrompagel 
location and the intrusiveness of the search. 
Taking the criminal significance of drugs 
as a given, Kahn focused on the last two factors. 
"Because of the intensive search proce-
dures in airports more drugs are being trans-
poned by bus and train," Kahn said. 
Hearguedthatsearchingpassengersaboard 
their bus rather than as they get on and off can 
be justified by the fact that passengers board 
and disembark at a number of locations, mak-
Confronted by one of chasing officers, a youth 
tossed away a rock of crack cocaine just before 
he was caught. 
The issue here was whether the police 
"seized" Hodari before he tossed the crack. If 
so, the evidence would have been inadmissible, 
Kamisar said because it would have been the 
"fruit" of an iUegal seizure. He suggested that 
the seizure may have occurred before the police 
had "reasonable suspicion" sufficient to justify 
ing it logistically difficult to search them all by iL 
He analogized the situation to his child-
hoodexperiencesofplayingand watching stick-
ball in the Bronx, a street-variation of baseball 
which is played with a broomstick and a rubber 
ball. He said that whenever the police would 
respond to a complaint of a window bein.g 
broken because of a stickball game, he and h1s 
friends would flee whether they had been play-
this method. 
How intrusive are searches aboard a bus? 
"How much of an intrusion existed? The 
fact that this was not a long, time-consuming 
interrogation was pan of the calculus that the 
coun built in," Kahn said. 
Another case the professors discussed. 
California v. Hodari D., involved the police 
chasing a group of youths in a high-crune area 
'' ho fled when they approached. The youths 
had been mulling around a car, wh1ch 9JCd off 
''hen an unmarked police car approached. 
tng in the game or not. 
But Kahn satd he still felt that people who 
flee the police may well create reasonable 
grounds for susp1cion. 
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pions. That is, if the Ramblin' one will coached team .. .NOT. 
help me getlhis college foolballlhing down. -From the ranks of lhe once Wlbeaten, 
Field goals are for wimps? What lhen 
is a team todoo Ramblin' one with lhe ball on 
their opposition's 25 yard line, 4th and 13, 7-7 
game, midway second quarter? I'd rather be a 
wimp then a moron. 
It is understandable, isn't it though, 
that an MSU fan (and Idon'tmean Mississippi 
St.) would want to divert attention away from 
the national title race to lhe Big 10 race. That 
season hasn't started yet 
For those of you who appreciate per-
fectly executed reverses, or just want to know 
what one is, pay close attention on Saturday. 
Bobby Bowden is good for a few, and so is Mr. 
Howard. 
Donations to purchase an armchair for Mr. 
Hardenberg can be placed in Mark 
Sanor's pendaflex. Thank You. 
still winless-who should be lower ranked, 
Houston or Michigan St. Actually a match up 
of the two teams could be exactly what lhey 
bolh need, and might actually be entenaining. 
The pick here: Houston 48- MSU 47. MSU 
misses an extra point in lhe fust half and a two 
point conversion as time expired. Once in the 
2ndQ and once in the 3rd. Coach Perles passed 
up field goals on 4th and long situations inside 
Houston's 30. This despite possessing one of 
the finest kickers in the game. When ques-
tioned on his decisions Pedes replies simp! y, "I 
wouldn't wanllo be characterized as a wimp." 
-How 'bout lhose Cal Bears! 
-STATOFTHE WEEK: Nebraska hasn't 
beaten a nationally ranked opponent since 1988 
-Notre Dame Saturday on NBC. COM-
MENT!!!!!!!!!!! 
Isn't it great that NBC actually takes the 
time to give you scores from other games. 
Is it my imagination, or has Bill Walsh's 
status as a genius been diminished since he's 
entered lhe boolh? Does the ND band ever stop 
playing lhe fight song, or is that NBC dubbing 
the entire broadcast? Were lhere any messages 
not furnished by Notre Dame during lhe tele-
cast? (How bout those Cal Bears!) If Craig 
Waldman (2L, as if you didn't know), hit a 
-NotreDameSaturdayonNBC.NoCom- wide open receiver in lhe end zone from all of 
menL 30 yards away, do you think Enberg and Walsh 
-Michigan St. a well prepared, well would still be raving about his tremendous arm 
Bal{er & Botts 
is a f uU-se rvice law firm 
with more than 400 
attorneys firm-wide. 
The firm is pleased to announce that it will be 
interviewing interested second-year students for 





on Monday, October 14, 1991 
Baker & Botts provides full service expertise to clients in all 
principal areas of law, with particular emphasis on corporate attd 
securities, banking and financial institutions , bankruptcy and 
creditors' rights, business and estate planning, oil, gas real estate, 
civil litigation, intellectual property and technology law. Baker & 
Botts is the oldest firm in Texas and among the largest in the state. 
strenglh? Enough. Enough. Enough. 
-Do you "want to be like Mike"? 
-How bad is the Southwest Conference 
(Houston, Texas A&M, Texas)? How bad are 
Ty Detmer and B YU? Bring on the Osmonds. 
-Dilemma-Who to pull for-Toronto, the 
greatest pennant race chokers of our time, or 
the Red Sox, lhe greatest chokers of aU time, 
period. Lets Go MetS! 
-How 'bout those Cal Bears! 
-Jimmy Connors at his finest: (To the 
chair umpire, at some point during the U.S. 
Open) "You're an abortion. That's what you 
are. You're an abortion," (In reference to an 
unfavorable call) "Do me a favor, kiss me lhe 
next time you do that. I'm used to getting kissed 
when someone does that to me." 
-Notre Dame Saturday on NBC. A recur-
ring nightmare. 
A few bits of Bill Walsh'sgenius: "In my 
estimation Rick Mirer is the finest QB in col-
lege football today." Hrnm. With 50 seconds 
remaining in lhe 1st half and MSU wilh the ball, 
3rd and 20 on their own 17, ND calls a timeout 
which armchair failhful across lhe nation have 
been screaming for for seconds. Walsh com-
ments on lhe calling of this TO, "It's truly a 
credit to Lou Holtz's entire program, his years 
in the game and appreciation for the nuances of 
the game." Hmm. A Walshism we were denied 
the pleasure of hearing thanks to Tricky Dick 
Enberg holding him back: Upon the camera 
panning to lhe ND leprechaun doing pushups 
after The Fighting Peacock's 5th TD -"What 
a remarkable athlete!" 
Do you lhink thePresidentofNBC is aND 
booster? It's a great recruiting ploy, but it must 
violate some NCAA rule. 
Just a reminder for all you Irish fans out 
there: U-M 24 The Fightin' Peacocks of NBC, 
I mean UNO 14. 
This Week's TOP TEN-
I. Florida St. 2. Michigan 3. Miami 
4. Washington 5. Tennessee 
6. Clemson 7. Oklahoma 8. UNBC 
9. Penn St. 10. SUNY-Binghamton 
Also receiving votes: Syracuse, Cal, 
Amherst, Colgate, Tom Newsome, and Deni-
son (because its the PC thing to do) 
If any of you see that tall black guy with a 
mustache and razor stubble peeking out from 
under that FSU hat, around school this week, 
get in his face ... even if you have to stand on a 
chair. GO BLUE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Moore & Van Allen 
of Charlotte and Raleigh, N. C. 
will be interviewing 
interested second and third-year students on 
Friday, October 18 
for positions with thefirmfor Summer, 1992 
Moore & Van Allen is one of the leading law firms in th.e South-
east. Seven recent Michigan graduates have chosen to join our 
firm of 11 0+ attorneys. We offer exciting and sophisticated work 
which is complemented by a quality of life difficult to achieve in 
larger cities. Charlotte is a hub of the Southeast- home to NCNB 
and the Charlotte Hornets. Raleigh is a city of flourishing arts 
and economic activity. 
We look forward to meeting you during on-campus interviews. 
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STUPY GROUPS: If you arc looking for study group partners, please come up to 303 
Hutchins Hall and leave your name and number with Mickey Slayton. She has a card box of 
students who are looking for study groups and study groups who are looking for members. 
LAW STUPENT OVERSEAS TRAVEL FELLOWSHTPS/APPLICA TIONS FOR 1992-
21 The Clara Belfield & Henry Bates Law Student Travel Fellowships arc intended to assist 
students who have fmished at least 2 years of law school or recent law graduates to travel abroad 
for study or work experience. Examples of previous fellowship awards have included work with 
environmental agencies 
in Kenya and Sri Lanka; internships with human nghts organizations, 
international agencies and women's rights groups around the world; and research studies on 
a wide variety of topics such as drug law enforcement in Australia, minority entrepreneurship in 
the United Kingdom, and employment discrimination in the European communities. 
Interested students need to apply for a fellowship no later than 
November 15.1991. Applicauonsshould be submitted to Dean Gordan (303HH)and should 
mclude a statement descnbing the applicant's proposed program abroad, a resume and a letter of 
recommendation from a University of Michigan Law School faculty member. Flyers with more 
details about the Bates Travel Fellowship, including descriptions of previous awards, can be 
found in the mag:ume rack outside of Room 310 HH. See Dean Gordan (303HH) or Roberta 
Nerison-Low (307 lffi) if you have any questions. 
INDIVIDUAL EXTERL\;AL STUPTES PROGRAM. Interested students may establish 
externship programs for one semester of credit. Copies of theextemship guidelines can be found 
in the rack outside Room 310 HH. Students need to submit extcrnship proposals for the 1992 
wmter term to Virgima Gordan by f'.ovember 4, 1991 for review by the Curriculum Committee. 
Students need to apply dtrect.ly to and get accepted by the externship agencies tn whkh they are 
interested. If you have questions about cxtcrnships, please see 
Virginia Gordan (303 HH) during her office hours. 
up-COMING AD.'vti:-.JISTRATIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS. The Administrative 
Commitlee will meet in Room 303 Hutchins Hall at the following times: October I at4:00 p.m.; 
October 29 at 4:00p.m.; November 26 at4:00 p.m.; and, December 6 at I :30 p.m. Requests for 
waivers to the Academic Regulations are decided by the 
Administrative Committee. Any student making such a request should submit a written 
petition 10 Dean Gordan 's Office (303 Hutchins Hall) at least four days prior to the date of the 
Administrative Committee meeting. The petition must identify in writing the academic 
reguJation(s) for which the student is requesting a waiver, the specific nature of the request and 
describe fully the reasons for the request. 
FIRST YEAR REPRESENTATIVE ELECTION. On October 9, 1991, there will be an 
election held to select a representative of each first-year section to become part of the Law School 
Student Senate. Those persons interested in running for the lL position must pick up a petition 
in fromofthe Senate office (114 LR) and return it, along with a 100 word statement, to the Senate 
office by October 2, 1991. If you have any questions, contact Bobby Lee by pendaflex, or caJJ 
764-4268. 
September 23 
fubliclnterest Group will meet on Monday,September23at 7:00p.m. in Rm.ll6Hutchins 
Hall. All students interested in working in the public interest or in promoting public interest 
opportunities are encouraged to attend. 
September 24 
Geoff Garver. J.D. '87, from the Department of Justice, Environmental and Natural 
Resources Division, will speak to students interested in that division on Tuesday, September 24 
at 12:30 p.m. in Rm. 242. 
The National Lawyer-;' Guild will hold its ftrst general meeting of the year on Tuesday, 
September 24, at6:30 p.m. in Rm. 116 Hutchins Hall.Progressive-minded Jaw students interested 
in Free Pizza should attend. 
September 27 
fpul Lurie, from Schiff Hardin and Waite in Chica~o. will speak to students concerning 
practice in construction law at noon on Friday, September 27, in Room 132. 
The International Law Society oresents David J. Scheffer, former counsel to the House 
Foreign Affairs Committee and currently a senior associate of the Carnegie Endowment for 
International Peace, who will speak on "The Use of Force After the Cold War: Panama, Iraq and 
the New World Order." Noon -1:30 p.m., Room 138 Hutchins Hall. Brown bag luncheon. 
"Contexts for Campus Racial Conflict". The Center for the Study of Higher and Postsecon-
dary Education and the Program in Higher and Adult Continuing Education invite you to the 
colloquium with Dr. Sylvia Hurtado, President's Postdoctoral Fellow, Department of Sociology, 
University of California- Los Angeles, on Friday, September 27, 3:30p.m., Tribute Room, 
School of Education Building. She will examine theoretical and empirical fmdings that identify 
institutional characteristics and conditions that are related 
to student racial tension on campus. Although Black, Chicano, and White students tend to 
have different views of the campus, there are indications that a "shared reality" of racial tension 
is related to specific aspects of the enviroomenL A discussion of the role of instirutional priorities 
and increases in ethnic enrollment will follow. A reception will follow. 
October 2 
Students interested in Government or Public Interest Emolovment-
Wednesday, October 2 and Monday, October 7 are the Government/Public Interest interview 
days. In connection with these days, the employers interviewing and all interested students are 
invited to the Lawyers Club Lounge at noon for a pizza lunch. This is a good opportunity to meet 
informally with these employers and learn more about careers in government or public interesL 
Please contact the Placement Office no later than the 
day before the lunches if interested. 
Juvenile Coun seeks legal research assiStant with one or more Years of law school: The 
Washtenaw County Juvenile coun, about two miles from the UM Law School, mv1tes second or 
third year Jaw students to gain experience in juvenile law. A volunteer is sought to help the judge 
w1th cases 1nvolving delinquenc} ,childabus~meglecL,adopuons,and thehke-notmore than ten 
hours a week. The court has its own law liorctry, but some of the research may be done at the 
university library. If interested, call the office of Probate Judge Nancy C. Francis, 971-1293. For 
information re other volunteer opportunities-such as Court Appointed Special Advocates for 
abused children, contact the volunteer services coordinator, (313) 971-2995. 
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tal or Middle Eastern or Mexican food? or 
traveled? even within the United States? Things 
were "different," weren' t they? Isn't that why 
you tried them? Isn't it interesting that those 
who might actively seek the experience of 
diversity in such contexts, are so suspicious of 
it as an educational principle. What have you 
got 10 gain from keeping everything the same? 
Nothing! Gain itself implies change. Besides, 
statis is boring. Can you be so sure that one way 
is necessarily the right way? Isn't it more 
interesting and productive IOchallengeassump-
tions, test theories, and expand our knowledge? 
How are we to work together with other coun-
tries and cultures, if we refuse to acknowledge 
or learn from the cultures within our own 
boundaries? The world, after all, is getting 
smaller. To meet the demands of a developing 
world-wide community, we must expand our 
horizons. Why not learn at home ftrst? 
Why do you fear diversity? Look 
within. Is it the change that scares you? Is it, 
perhaps, that you might become the minority? 
Calm your fears. You too can gain from this. 
What's more, you have a lot more to lose. 
"Minorities" are ever increasing in numbers. 
Things are going to change. Why not change 
them with us? Help us build a beuer world that 
recognizes your interests too. Wouldn't it be 
better to be a minority in a world you helped 
define rather than one you were subjugated to? 
At least you have the choice. 
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Work." by Felix Frankfurter, reproduced in 94 
Harv. L. Rev. 1237 (1981). 
I'll applaud the brealc up of the Soviet 
t;nion when something is done about all those 
ballistic missiles pointed at us and now becom-
ing the property of these new countries with 
unknown leaders. 
Now that summer is over, it must be 
ume for Mr. Bush to go on vacation. 
So Clarence Thomas is the "best avail-
able person for the job". Isn't that what Bush 
told us about Dan Quayle? 
Favorite video rented this summer: 
"Edward Scissorhands". 
When revolutions occur in South 
America or in Africa there is always a certain 
segment in this country who snicker about how 
lhose people" aren't ready for self-govern-
ment But with revolutions and civil wars in 
Europe, I only hear people spealc sympatheti-
cally about t.he "fight for freedom", and that the 
fighting is a result of post-dictatorship adjust-
ments. 
This wi II be my 12th consecutive year one year and enrollment of women and m inori-
of believing that Michigan football will be ties suddenly increases to a more respectable 
undefeated in the season. Perhaps it would figure. So was she just lucky, or just cared 
come true if they were to set their goal on more? 
winning the national championship and not just The Wichita, Kansas anti-abortion 
the league title? protesters should first read Gandhi, and Dr. 
Actually, I'll be satisfied if I can for King before comparing their campaign to non-
once see U-M beat Notre Dame (hint to the violentprotestsofthepast. lhavereadGandhi 
coach: don't kick the ball to anyone with the and Dr. King and there is no comparison in their 
nickname of"rocket" or "flash" or "gipper" or philosophies with the current anti-abortionistS. 
... ). The type of protestS which Operation Rescue 
If anyone knows where to find apple promotes is intended to frighten and cause 
cider that tastes like your biting into a fresh change through coercion. Gandhi was as much 
apple, please let me know. against non-violence based on hate as he was 
I met Dennis Rodman of the Pistons against violent revolutions and probably more 
this summer. He's a nice fellow, but he looks so. 
less muscular than he does on t.v. 
The law school has for years excused 
itself for not increasing enrollment of women 
and minorities by pointing out the problems of 
attracting the best people to a midwestern school. 
Dean Ecklund takes over the admission job for 
I commend t.he students who rescued 
the R.G. from extinction last semester. I read 
it every week. When I have written articles in 
the past for the R.G., I have been pleased with 
the number of people who have offered both 
positive and negative comments to me about 
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what I wrote. The paper is an Important part of 
the law school and should be main tamed. 
I would, however, like to offer the 
following as constructive critiCISms: (I) drop 
the gossip column. (2) We don't need weekly 
updates on the sports writers undergraduate 
football/basketball teams. Just how much of a 
following can Georgetown and Nebraska sports 
have in Michigan law school? Finally, (3) 
When a person writes an article in the paper and 
another student responds, there is no need for 
the original writer to then respond to the re-
sponder. First of all, the readers are intelligent 
enough to figure out facts for themselves. 
Secondly, last year, the articles degenerated 
into name calling, and whining commentS in-
cluding how one writer had lost his lunch 
partners. In shon, to prevent us from all losing 
our lunch, better editorial control is needed 
over what is submitted to the paper. 
OtherwiseR.G.,it's great to have you 
around for one last year! 
The Res Gestae 
Wants You. 
The Res Gestae editorial board cordially 
invites all law students interested in be-
coming a part of our newspaper to an in-
formation meeting/happ y hour. 
Thursday, September 26. 5·:00 p.m. 
The Law Quad. 
Outside somewhere. 
Look for big keg o 'beer. 
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R AMBLIN' L ANCE 
The Madden Rule 
By Lance M. Hardenburg 
College football has now followed the 
NFL' s lead and has begun to curb player cele-
brations with the controversial"Miami Rule." 
This new r-.iCAA regulation is mtended to avoid 
what many consider to be unruly behavior by 
players celebraung after making a great play. 
The rule gtves the officials discretion in decid-
ing whether or not the player is actuall)' taunt-
ing the other team, or an opJX>sing player, rather 
than merely celebraung. If the player's behav-
ior is found to be in the former category, the 
team is penalized fifteen yards for misconduct. 
Many people, including myself, are 
concerned about what effect this will have on 
college football. 
I saw how the penalty will work dur-
ing the illinois-East Carolina University foot-
ball game. East Carolina had trailed for most of 
the game, however they were making a come-
back. After ECU scored to within a touchdown 
of Illinois, they opted for an onside kick, which 
they recovered. The players went wild. They 
jumped on one another and were yelling and 
screaming. They did not JX>int fmgers or throw 
sticks and stones. They just got excited about 
a big play. 
Unfonunately, this small celebration 
took place in front of the Illinois bench. Sens-
ing that the Illini 's feelings may be getting hun, 
the officials tossed a tlag. ECU was penalized 
for having too much fun. illinois went on to 
win the game. Whether or not this call was 
crucial is debatable, but after the game the 
officials apologized and said the call should not 
have been made. But what help is that to ECU? 
Emotion is part of football. The play-
ers get excited and the fans get excited. When 
the powers that be take away that aspect of 
college football, they take away the very thing 
that makes college SJX>rts so fun. Talk to 
someone about why they prefer college foot-
ball. Here are answers you are likely to get: the 
players play with more emotion, they care 
more about winning, any team can win in a 
game if they have emotion on their side; the 
players play for pride and not personal gain. 
Football players practice and train all 
year to play only a few games. In college, the 
players will play around ten games, depending 
on their schedule and bowl appearances. Of 
that ten games, even the starters will probably 
only play twenty to thirty minutes (unless they 
play both ways). It seems natural that they will 
get excited about making a big play since they 
are not going to come that often. Desmond 
Howard aside, most players rarely make the 
highlight films. So let them celebrate. They 
deserve it. Admittedly, some of the 
INTRAMURAL SPORTS 
By Jeff Hinebaugh 
SOCCER 
The law school soccer teams began 
their seasons on Tuesday and Wednesday with 
impressive wins. This year marks a break from 
the past few years as the law school has as-
sembled two teams to compete in the 
University'stntramural league. Approximately 
34 players comprise the two teams, wnh Pat 
Romain (3L) serving as coach of bolh teams. 
The Gold team, (ak.a Thongs on 
Grass), started the season off on the right foot 
with a 3-0 blanking of ateam that was believed 
to be the Business School. The law school 
played a tight fll'St half and survived the incred-
ible flip throw-in thatamemberoftheB-school 
team used. Late in the first half, ex-Yale 
superstar Tim Pohle(3L) rocketed a shotoffthe 
left JX>St for the fll'St goal of the match and a 1-
0 lead. 
The second half proved to be a one-
sided affair as the law school dominated play. 
Joe Sullivan got the scoring going early with a 
nice shot past the keeper on a pass from soccer 
czar Romain. Sullivan commented that he was 
suprised that the ball was to him since Romain 
usually shartks the ball. The final tally of the 
match was scored by Santiago Felgueras 
{Ll.M.) as he sl id the ball into the far panel. 
The law school played excellent de-
fense, and was led by the excellent play of 
sweeper Troy Grigsby (3L). While not actually 
having any shots taken on him, goalie Jeff 
Ward (2L) looked like he knew what he was 
doing. The Gold team's next game is Tuesday 
at 5:00 at Elbel field. 
TheBiueteam (a.k.a. Thongs on Grass 
2) also won their first match of the year in an 
exciting 1-0 v1ctory of that ever dangerous 
team "The ~ads". \\'h1le fielding a younger 
squad, the Blue team looked impressive in 
handling those "Nads". 
The lone goal of the match was scored 
by Peter McWeeny (lL) as he placed a nice 
score into the right panel. The goal was ex-
pertly set up by Aaron Ahola ( 1 L). The defense 
was headed up by Dave Morrison, who ex-
pressed confidence that this team will become 
a real powerhouse in the intramural league and 
the upper midwest. It should also be noted that 
keeper Chris Gilben recorded his record-set-
ting7thcareershutout The Blue team will next 
play on Wednesday at6: 15 at Elbel field. 
ULTIMATE FRISBEE 
Anyone interested in playing ulimate 
frisbee should sign up outside room 100 THIS 
WEEK. The tournament, sponsored by LSSS, 
will be held this weekend. There is a nominal 
per team fee to participate. Spon champion t-
shirts will be awarded to the winning team. 
Ultimate frisbee sun god Henri Chalmers (3L) 
is fresh off his European frisbee tour and heads 
celebrating gets out of hand. Pe~onally. I am 
not fond of players who stick their fingers in 
opposing teams faces. I am a httleembarrassed 
when I see a player from a team I am rootmg for 
act that way. I like to see emotion. but not 
instigation. But that1s the player's prerogau ve. 
Let the opposing team stop htm, not the ;-.;CAA. 
If a receiver catches the ball in the 
endzone and wiggles his bull at the coverage 
man, so be it. But woe to h1m 1f the next ume 
a pass goes his way he is separated from the 
ball, and maybe his helmet, by that same de-
fenseman. And that is what should happen tf 
the other team wants to stop the taunts. Why let 
them cry to the official when they should take 
care of business themselves? 
The University of Miami is accused 
by many of being the worse team in terms of 
taunting. In fact, the rule was apparent! y passed 
in response to the 'Canes antics in the Cotton 
Bowl last year. Hey, if the other teams and 
coaches are upset, let them do something about 
it Miami has the best record in college football 
for the last four years and are on a thirty-nine 
game winning streak at home in the Orange 
Bowl. It is no wonder that they always have one 
finger in the air. 
People complain that Miami is too 
up a stellar field of "bee" players. 
GOLF 
The bi-annual law school golf 
scramble w1ll be held at the M1chigan course on 
Friday, October 4. Sign-ups for tee times are 
THIS WEEK outside room 100. Green fees 
will probably be SlO.OO per person (with stu-
dentl.D). T-shirts will be awarded to the group 
carding the lowest score, as well as to the 
individuals with the longest drive and shot 
closest to the pin. While" Long" John Daley 
will not be participating in this years event, 
rumor has it that "Long" Freddy Dawkins (3L) 
will be hacking away. Any questions should be 
directed to Jeff Ward (2L) or Jeff Hinebaugh 
(3L). 
TENNIS 
The law school tennis tournament 
continues. Some people have won, some have 
lost Professor Pildes and Friedman are also 
participating in this year's event. 
GENERAL 
I will be writing something about the 
intramural SJX>rts happenings that involve the 
law school. Since I am lazy and don'tlike to 
write alot, most of these reviews will be brief. 
Please let me know if there is anything that 
should be covered up or written up. Thanks ! 
nashy and arrogant They hun the game ~ 
bragging and dancing in the endzone. We 
maybe there is some truth to those statemenli, 
but Miam 1 manages to back up their" ords \\Ii.l 
some of the best football played in the :\CA.! 
I thmk it was Casey Stengel who said, "It am:
bragg in· if you done done it." 
If teams want to shut Miami up,~
can go down to the Orange Bowl and kkt 
\11am1's ass. If they can't, geuheir asses bact 
home and try agatn the next year. But t:nl!!
someone knocks Miami off the top of the hill 
they can still claim to be the best 
We should encourage emotion It
football. Reward and not reprimand pla~m
who get excited. The fans pay to seeeliiOUOO.
The l'.'FL has already recognized that fact a.....C
has eased its rule last weelc and now allows
more celebration, as long as it is not excessn-e.
The NCAA should also consider loos·
en ing its rule. Or maybe college football shoulc
go further than the NFL. 
The strongest critic of these rules has
been John Madden, who loves watching f00\·
ball playerswhogetexcitedaboutthegame. So 
we can name a rule after him and promote !he 
kind of football that he loves to play. Instead of 
the "Miami Rule," we can have the "Madden 
Rule." Players will be penalized for not play· 
ing tough enough. • 
The Madden Rule will also bediscre· 
tionary, based on a few guidelines such as 
these: 
- aJ 1 players, at ter skllltu!Jy complet·
ing a play. must JX>int their finger at the closest
opposing player and discuss at length th:!l
player's family unit; 
- a team whose players who fail to
yell, "Biam" when they hit an opposing pla~er
will be penahzed five yards; 
- players running out of bounds wil:
be 1m mediately ejected from the game 
- ripping off an opposing pla)er's
facemask and spitting in his face is worth ar
extra pomt on any conversion play; 
- defensive backs may hit opposin~
receivers at any JX>inton the field without bein
penalized; 
- any and all players scoring touch-
downs must spike the ball into the opposing 
team· s mascot 
-etc. 
After all, football is not for the 
fainthearted. The players do not bow to each 
other before the game. Sure, they shake hands. 
but that is only because they are trying to break 
each other's wrists. There are no organ players 
doing their rendition of"Girnme' Some Lovin." 
Hell no. We bave bands playing fight songs. 
The fans yell and scream and spill their food on
each other. It is fun, fast and furious. That is
how college football should stay. 
Of course, that is just my opinion.
You can agree or disagree with it. But try not
to have an ulcer over it. 
Sarah Bernhard and That 
Singing Feeling 
By Courtney Cook 
Comedienne Sandra Bernhard appeared 
Friday night at the Power Center in her act 
entitled "Giving til it Huns," a pastiche of 
stand-up comedy, Edith PiaJ, and kitsch. 
Unfonunatel} tlus conglomeration of satire 
and song relentless! y sho11. cased hervoice w h1lc 
pushing her insightful obscrvattonal corned} to 
the background. 
Bernhard arrived onstage tn black 
fishnet stockings, rainbow-striped sequined 
briefs, and a transparent beaded top. Schlcping 
around the stage in her tc3.Sed and sprayed 
fifties wig and Audrey Hepburn shades, mak-
ing disarming remarks about ~cast mfecuons 
and crotch less panties, she seemed like a go-go 
dancer on the lam from ''Happ~ Days." Her 
motley back-up band reinforced the image. 
Bernhard capitalized on rumors ro-
mantically linking her with Madonna by com-
menting on the affatr withm five minut.cs of 
openmg and by naming her band "The Strap-
Ons." She reported m one of ncr songs that 
Madonna dumped he• "A lot of people are 
confused about ffi) sexual amibtguny" she 
said, "but nobod) as much as me." In what 
seemed to be a tribute to her former paramour 
she stripped down to nothtng but her "Jockeys 
for Her" in an onstage costume change. 
Bernhard quickly dropped the sexual-
ity topic and (as non-song ume allowed) moved 
desultorily among themes rangmg from the 
loss of mnocence to the hypocns) of women. 
Followmg some laborious b1ts on the Sixties, 
she made feeble attempts at more serious sub-
jects- but only to abandon them before they 
were developed. She mocked stereotypical 
charact.crs such as Las Vegas showgirls and 
disco devotees, but her derision of these over-
worn targets lacked insight, with the com1c 
result being as bonng as the subjects them-
selves. 
Bernhard IS at her best when she does 
straight stand-up, and particularly when mak-
ing caricatures of figures such as Jewish family 
members and rap Queen Latifah. Unfonu-
nately she used comedy only to punctuate odd, 
hyperdramauc singing numbers, and the result 
was tiresome. She seems to really enjoy 
singing, and her voice is fairly good, but I 
would never pay to see her sing. It seems that 
Thoughts From the Armchair ... 
By Adam Schlatner 
Armchair quarterbacks. Are we not 
all armchair generals, all of u<; who watch, wnte 
abour, read about, or stmpl) pop veins scream-
ing about college football every autumn Satur-
day? Unless you're strapping that helmet on, 
unless you're banging head\, unless it's you 
with a face full of turf and a body full of aches, 
you're a member of that dreaded species. S i nee 
most law students in our hallowed halls don't 
seem to have much time to compete at the 
highest level of intercollegiate athletics, yes, 
0' yee babblin', I mean "Ramblin" one, it is a 
safe bet that this is a species that flourishes 
here. In fact, I know I've seen your Stumbhn' 
self around these parts on many a fall Saturday. 
You must change out of those pads real quickly, 
huh? What team was that you said you played 
for again? 
Now, some college football. But wait, 
that's right, I shouldn't really discuss this topic. 
I'm told that, hailing from a non-football school 
as I do, I can't truly comprehend or apprcctate 
the complexities and inner meaning behind 
traditional college football, let alone a pcrfeclly 
executed reverse, nor can column contributor 
and distinguished Cornell alumn Dave Messin-
ger (2L). With nowhere else to go for a lesson 
in gridiron lore and strat.cgem, I tum to my good 
friend and resident law review scholar Neil 
Gilman for some help. But, how is Amherst's 
favorite son (Sorry EJ) supposed to help, what 
with the biggest game of his year being a rather 
inconsequential httle tussle be£Ween Amherst 
and WiJiiams, who have only been playtng 
each other for well over 100 years. Trad1tton? 
I guess our Ivy League transplants couldn't 
help us there either. Do Harvard and Yale ever 
play? What is it they call that clash of textbook 
titans? How about Lehigh-Lafayctt.c? Army-
Navy? Oh yeah, now I remember, it's called 
THE Game. 
How about the game itself. I don't 
know if I'm qualified to speak about that either. 
I mean his Stumblin'Bumbliness must have a 
much greater understandtng of it being as how 
he was fonunate (or unfonunate depending 
upon how you look at it) enough to auend an 
1nsututton which provtded ltve football enter-
tainment six weeks a year. After alii merely sat 
home watchtng game after game, on top of 
game, benefiting from the plethora of NCAA 
games the Supreme Ct. has brought to our 
airwaves each week (Contrary to Prof. Kauper's 
opinion, there can NEVER be too much foot-
ball on TV). I'm sure my colleague is much 
more familiar with the game than I, I mean 
experiencing the game from his seat in Spartan 
Stadium, or was that the huddle at the 50yd. 
line? A reverse, what's a reverse? 
I know of many armchair faithful who 
simply watch the game and digest it. I know of 
more who stick around for some des sen and the 
post-game wrap up. And then there are those 
like myself, who can never get enough, and 
who still mourn the passing of The National 
sports daily. But my search remains active for 
those unicorns of sports fandom who lock 
themselves away to study statisucs from a spon 
they'll never see, and yes, Ramblin' I have 
checked the library on Saturday afternoons. 
Most fans have donned the gear of 
some athletic endeavor at some point in their 
past. Some have not. Whether it be football or 
the hammer throw or badminton, heart, guts, 
and mental toughness are keys in crowning a 
champion. Any fan knows this, but now that we 
have it from a higher source, I'm sure we can all 
dispose of our Sominex stockpiles. 
'evertheless, Ramblin's point, about 
the tmponance of heart and guts must be well 
taken. As must his point about tradition, and the 
1mponanceof conference braggtng rights. Yes, 
11 is imponant for Michigan to wtn the Big Ten, 
just as it is imponant for Alabama to win the 
SEC, or USC to win the Pac-10, or Oklahoma 
to bag the Big 8 crown. But it should not be 
denied that the ultimate goal of all of these 
programs is to gain perenmal nauonal recogni-
tion and one day lay clrum to a nauonal cham-
pionship. Take for a second the following 
hypothetical-Michigan State loses all three of 
their non-conference games, while tv1ichigan 
beats FSU next week. MSU goes through the 
Big Ten undefeated, while~1ichigan loses only 
to the Spartans. WhiletheSpanans march off to 
Pasadena to play for those beloved Roses, 
Michigan uptoes off to Tempe to face ~1iami tn 
the Fiesta Bowl for all the marbles. IfYiichigan 
were to win the national championship, do you 
think the Maize and Blue faithful would be 
feeling that their season was incomplete? Can 
you hear Mo saying, "Well, the national cham-
pionship is great, but we're real disappointed at 
not having reached the Rose Bowl?" Yes, the 
Rose Bowl is about tradition and reaching tt 
about bragging rights, which is all well and 
good. And yes it is, like all other games, about 
one winner and one loser (except for the occa-
sional case of two sister-kissers emerging). It 
is, however, also, for Big-1 0 and Pac-1 0 teams, 
in most scenarios, the necessary final stepping 
stone to a shot at the national tille. It is therefore 
not inconsistent with aiming for the loftier goal 
of head honcho, numero uno, for coaches to 
espouse a "wirtning the conference is our first 
goal" philosophy. If the larger picture isn't 
imponant, then why play Aorida St.? Regional 
rivalry? 
Yes, college football is about fight 
songs and marching bands, tailgates, mascots, 
and emotions. However, my dear Ram blin' it is 
also about numbers. Now, while I know you 
might be trying to shy away from focusing on 
the numbers at this point-<lo the numbers 0-2, 
20-3, and 49-10 ring a bell?-they are an un-
avoidable pan of the game. Paying anenuon to 
the numbers takes nothing away from bone-
crushing hiLS and perfectly executed reverses. 
They add to the fun of WATCHING and 
ENJOYING the game as we armchairs like to 
do. True, while playing the game, there should 
be more on your mind than how many rushing 
yards you're p11tng up, but when viewing from 
your living room or bleacher seat, numbers add 
interest to the game. What law says you can't 
appreciate a Jarnng tackJe or see-ya later cut 
back,and sull eareabout whositsatopthe polls 
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she's keenly aware of this audience barrier, but 
damn it, she wants to sing, so she tosses in some 
humor, amusing outfitS and nudity and, voila!, 
performance an! A legitimate medium! Sud-
denly I'm paying to see a comedienne sing an 
Ethel Mermanesque version of Prince's "Little 
Red Corvette." 
Although visually appealing and at 
times winy, "Giving til it Huns" IS ultimately 
empty and marked more by banality than crea-
tivity. Despite her comments ad nauseam about 
"giving it up for the audience," Bernhard doesn't 
give the audience enough of what it really 
wants, and if she's hurting by the end of the 
show, 1t's purely for her own benefit. 
on Monday? All of these thmgs combine to 
make college football the great game 1t 1s. 
:-.lumbers can be telltng. They can also be 
mtsleadmg. They are not the end-all and be-ail 
of a contest Numbers, they're certatnly not 
everythtng, but how any armchrur-and that's 
just what every single sportswnter and fan tn 
thjs country, from sea to sh1ntng sea, is-<:an 
spit on them is beyond me. 
As far as the race for Number One is 
concerned, perhaps our current system of 
crowning a national champ10n (or champions) 
is not ideal. But It is, lNDISPliT ABLY and 
lJ11.TDENIABL Y a pan of college football and 
its tradition. Do not claim to be a college 
football purist and traditionalist and then 
downgrade the race for number one. If the 
honor of being selected as the top team in the 
nation is a bunch of nonsense created by arm· 
chairs and experts, then what must we make of 
the Heisman Trophy and its winner who is 
selected by sportswriters alone. Is the He is man 
not tradition? In the polls, the sportswriters and 
coaches decide who's# I. But in bars, dorm ito· 
ries, and yes, even libraries, across the nauon, 
armchair quarterbacks like you and me have a 
ball debating the issue. The answer is no, we 
can't really, concretely figure out who's #1 
right now, but does that real I y matter? Why not 
just have fun trying to make headsortalesofit? 
Yes, numbers, and strength of schedule do 
figure into the process. They have to. Everyone 
wants to be THE best. Everyone. That's why 
foronce,justonce I'd like to hear Gary Moeller 
make like Bobby Bowden and say, "Yes, we're 
gomg for tt aiJ. We want to be# 1 come January 
2nd." I mean can you picture Dennis Erickson 
eyeing the camera and commg out with, "To 
tell you the truth, we'd just hke to win the Big 
East." 
Yes, inmyyearhere in Michigan I've 
learned to appreciate the imponance of the 
nvalries, the conference, and the Rose Bowl. 
But to tell you the truth what I'd really like to 
do IS watch the \Yolvermes go all the way 
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Ask Dr. Manitsky 
Dr. Manitsky Gets Iough 
Dear Dr. Manitsky, 
Is Professor SandaJow'sConstitutional Law grade curve an 
incentive to try harder, or is a 2.85 average simply more than 
mere mortals can bear? 
--~pondent (IL) 
Dear Despondent, 
Professor SandaJow's grade curve has been the subject of 
much speculation. My sources tell me that Sandy became 
incensed when he noticed that the big metal Constitution on 
display in the law library does not include any of the amend-
ments. Indeed, the Sandman has been known to refer to the 
amendments-- especially the Bill of Rights-- as "real impor-
tant" So when he noticed that the Rhodes Scholars who run the 
I ibrary deleted the amendments from their "new and improved" 
version of the Constitution, he took it out on his students by 
grading them on a 3-point scale instead of a 4-point scale. 
Hence, a 2.85 is an excellent grade. Nevermind that you won't 
get a job; what counts is that you've received a true accolade 
from a little-known constitutional scholar. 
For those of you who are upset about the inexplicable 
omission of the amendments, I suggest you call Jaw library 
director Margaret Leary at 764-4468 and ask her about it I 
should note that several students, including Greg "Trover" 
Arovas (3L), have already asked the library staff about it. The 
response has been along these lines: "If you want the amend-
ments up, maybe you should give the money to have it done." 
If, when you ask Leary about it, she tries to give you the same 
infantile response, tell her that Dr. Manitsky says "fuck you." 
-Dr. Manitsky 
Dear Dr. Manitsky, 
I've noticed you give sex a lot of attention in your column. 
When will drugs and rock.-n-roll get their due? 
-Wondering (2L) 
Dear Wondering, 
When Eddie Prein (3L) has sex. 
-Dr. Manitsky 
Dear Dr. Manitsk.y, 
Last year you wrote a few "top ten" lists. I liked them -
especially the "Top Ten Remarks Kamisar is Least Likely to 
Make." When will you write another? 
GLOBAL CITIZENS,Jrompagel 
-Waiung for the Ltsts (3L) 
Dear Waiting, 
I wasn't planning on writing any more "top tens." HO?.'· 
ever, since you asked, and since several students have asked me 
to write somethtng about Dean Bollinger, I offer the followmg 
list: 
TOP TEN NICKNAMES OF DEAN BOLLINGER 
10. Sundance 
9. Wise-ass 
8. Dennis the Menace 
7. Spicoli 
6. Sara Lee Bollinger 
S.Sting 
4. Cindy Brady 
3. "You're no Jack Kennedy" 
2. The Natural 
I. Farrah 
--Dr. Manitsky 
committee in creating a specific proposal for 
faculty approval. (Dean EkJund is especially 
interested in tying the program to the Law 
School's efforts to promote diversity.) 
effort an ongoing one. 
The committee's initial efforts will be 
limited to activities which will: 
*promote a sense of community ties, or 
global citizenship; 
sion; or renovating urban neighborhoods. 
Further, we might consider utilizing the re-
sources of 2 and 3Ls, as well as faculty and 
local practitioners. A joint program with the 
business school might also be feasible. 
1 Eddie Chandhok, "Prof's brainchild has 
students Outward Bound," The Monroe Street 
IID!!:llill. September9, 1991, p. 1. The Journal 
is the student newspaper of the UM Business 
School. 
I'm well aware that an orientation pro-
gram,oreven the lifetimeeffortsofalllawyers, 
cannot solve all the world's problems. How-
ever,! do believe one or two days' time could 
be usefully spent in activities and education 
focused on the above goals, with some reward 
for both the local neighborhoods as well as our 
law school community. Tie-ins to other pro-
grams throughout the year could make the 
*create a sense of camaraderie among 
students; or 
*assist local communities and individuals. 
However, within these directives are end-
less possibilities: mentoring urban high-school-
ers; creating a one-day neighborhood Jaw clinic; 
visiting social crisis centers or prisons; televis-
ing legal aid programs for public access televi-
Interested? Please bring your plans for 
activities to our first committee meeting, on 
Friday, September27,atl2:30 in the snack bar. 
Those unable to aucnd should Pendaflex me; 
I'd also be interested in seeing a discussion of 
these ideas -- or of my very assumption that 
such a program would be beneficial -- here in 
the Res Gestae. 
2 Of course, the administrators develop-
ing and instituung the program deserve credit 
It is the brainchild of Business School Profes· 
sor Noel Tichy, who was assisted by Outward 
Bound leader Graham Mercer and Busi~ 
School Dean Joseph White. 
/ 
Law in the Raw 
' 'Now this may hurt a bit. .. " 
In June, a lawyer won a $3000 settlement over an 
underwear purchase against the JCPenny store in Newport, 
Ore. The man claimed that after he wore the shorts for the 
frrst time, a tag ('1nspected by #12'') stuck to his penis so 
fum ly he could not remove it. After soapy water and rubbing 
alcohol failed, he went to a doctor. who removed the sticker 
with an adhesive dissolver. However, that caused a rash, and 
when it disappeared, it left a scar the shape of the sticker. The 
seuJement compensated him for lost work time and for 
marital strife. 
Any relation to JFK Jr.? 
In May, Maxcy Dean F!ler, 60, of Compton, Cali-
fornia, fina!Jypassed the California bar exam. He graduated 
from law school in 1966 but had failed the exam in his 
previous 47 attempts. 
1 can be your father figure 
A judge in Ascension Parish, La., awarded Jesse 
Wayne Grantham custody of his 6-year-old son last Septem-
ber despite Grantham's having kidnaped the boy five years 
\. before (for which he was currently on probation); having 
been currently on probation on a separate federal fraud charge; 
having been on court-ordered substance abuse and mental 
health counseling; having been married to two women at the 
same time; and having falsely told the son that his mother was 
dead. 
To uphold and protect 
A 20-year-old convenience store clerk was stabbed to 
death by a robber in Lewiston, Maine, while police, who had 
been tipped off to the robbery, staked out the front of the store. 
They failed to observe the robber's entrance through the back 
door. 
"A Judge and His Dog" 
Judges may have the power of a god in their court-
rooms, but two Rochester, New York judges arc taking heat for 
bringing their best friends to work every day. The best friends, 
pooches named Robbie and Pebble, (allegedly, of course) 
"roam the corridors or nip at lawyers' legs or bark loud enough 
to be heard by unsuspecting jurors." This involves lawyers so 
(of course) they assigned someone to do a memo on the "delicate 
issue." 
from Rochester-
By Ward, Gard & Blum 
Democrat and Chronicle 
More judiciaJ delinquency 
In Kansas, district judge C. Philip Aldrich found 
the frustrations of the new courthouse phone system just toO 
much to bear. He meted out "frontier justice," sawing 
through nine of the new phone lines and then plunking down 
the mutilated remains in the county commission office. No 
criminal charges have been filed, though he promptly paid 
a hefty fine. Wonder how he feels about the necessity 
defense? 
frornThe Na-
tiona/ Law Journal 
More on the subject of judicial discretion 
Moving up in the judicial heirarchy, federal district 
Judge Arvin Davis resigned (upon the Michigan Tenure 
Commission recommending he be fired) after a finding that 
he had made sexual advances to a grand total of three 
litigants and a court clerk. I think they sometimes call lesser 
personages "habitual offenders." 
fromThe Na-
tiona/ Law Journal J 
